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New Infusions™ Resilient Partitions from Armstrong Offer Quick
Retrofit Solution for Spaces Requiring Social Distancing

Translucent wall partitions transform shared spaces 
into protected, segmented zones

LANCASTER, Pa. – With the introduction of new Infusions™ Resilient Partitions,
Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions is offering a quick retrofit solution for spaces that
require social distancing.

The non-porous and easily cleanable translucent wall partitions can transform existing
shared spaces into protected and segmented zones, creating healthier, safer spaces for
people returning to work, school, and other indoor environments in the wake of COVID-19.
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Placing physical barriers is among the recommendations in the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) “Reopening America: Strategies for Safer Buildings” initiative.

A Design-Oriented Approach

Unlike plain plexiglass sheets, Infusions Resilient Partitions provide a design-oriented
approach to creating greater separation between people. Artfully designed in a variety of
colors and patterns, the large format, standard 24" x 96" vertical wall panels are easy to
install and can be suspended from ceilings or attached to walls. With some colors ready to
ship in one week, existing layouts can be quickly reconfigured to accommodate changing
social distancing requirements.

Made from PETG, Infusions Resilient Partitions feature a long-lasting designer finish that
other dividers and partitions do not provide. Panels and installation hardware are
packaged in one complete kit and panels can be field cut to accommodate the needs of
the space.

Infusions Resilient Partitions are part of the enhanced portfolio of ceiling and wall products
Armstrong offers to meet the need for healthier and safer spaces. The portfolio also
includes custom metal and acrylic dividers from Móz Designs, and Wrap and Solo
Screens from Turf Design.

For more information about Infusions Resilient Partitions, visit
armstrongceilings.com/partitions. To learn more about the other ceiling and wall solutions
Armstrong offers for healthier spaces, visit armstrongceilings.com/healthyspaces. Chat
live or reach a U.S.-based Armstrong TechLine expert at 877-276-7876, Option #2. 

About Armstrong World Industries
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a leader in the design and manufacture of
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions in
the Americas. With over $1 billion in revenue in 2019, AWI has approximately 2,500
employees and a manufacturing network of 14 facilities plus five plants dedicated to its
WAVE joint venture.

Armstrong World Industries 
2500 Columbia Ave. 
Lancaster, PA 17603
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